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EDITORIAL

Canberra 94, the 8th National Philatelic Convention, is over!

Editorial writing can be fun but the constant search for a theme can be irksome. Although
details of the awards, special prizes and names of the judging panel, together with a review
of judging, are given elsewhere in this number of Capital Philately, it is appropriate to pen
a broader review of the show.

The Society has a large body of expertise from earlier conventions and the organisation of
a show every second year had become almost routine. However, this time our complacency
suffered a rude awakening. After the initial planning, which included pricing of dealer's
table fees etc, was complete the bombshell burst. The established venue, the Canberra
GPO, was not available. The implications of the change were several. In addition to finding
a new home, for which we would have to pay, there were other problems. The major of
these was that the storage space for frames and for assembling the exhibits was lost to us.

The Convention Committee located a new venue at Dickson College and made
arrangements to hire space for the temporary storage of the frames. There remained a fear
that Dickson College would not attract the same number of visitors and that the
Convention budget, more specifically the surplus, would be adversely effected. It is a
pleasure to report that these fears were not realised. Numbers attending the Show matched
those of recent years, likely close to a thousand (including juniors) passed through over the
three days. The profit was certainly equal to that of recent Shows and may even exceed that
of the 1992 Show.

Stamp News reported favourably on Canberra 94 and reported that '...from a collectors'
point of view it was a success'. Gratifying words for all who worked to put the Show
together. A new venue meant that we could accommodate additional dealers' tables and
with more space. The total, including Australia Post, was 19 in number. An unusual feature
was that four were concerned with philatelic literature, a growth area in the hobby. So for
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many visitors the attraction was the chance to buy (and for some to sell). The three
auctions added further to collector interest. The junior auction, for the under-12s, is my
favourite Show event. It maintained its record of not having a single lot handed in!

In is my opinion, shared by Ed Druce (see p. 34-35), that the numbers of visitors viewing
the displays has increased show by show. Another factor that has gained momentum is the
number and attendance at the group meetings held at the Show. The list this time was long
and certainly the numbers at the Frama Group meeting, the National Association of
Philatelic Exhibitors (NAPE) and Cinderella Club of Australasia were commendable.

Philatelic groupies could therefore, indulge themselves in the three key aspects of the
hobby. Namely spend money, view the exhibits and chat formally and informally with other
collectors. A large number of exhibitors attended in person, many coming long distances.
The far distant states of Western Australia and Queensland were especially well
represented. Many of these visitors came early and assisted with the mounting of the
exhibits.

So a good show. Despite our fears the new venue and arrangements worked well- we can
confidently expect the Ninth National Philatelic Convention in Canberra to be held in
Canberra in 1996.

PRIZE LIST FOR CANBERRA STAMP SHOW 94

Australian Philatelic Federation Prizes
Best in the Show - Mark Jurisich (NSW)
The National British Commonwealth Class - Cecil Walkley (WA).
The National Literature Class - Modern Philately (NSW).
Australia Post
Best in the State Classes - Ivan Himmelhoch (Vie).
The Philatelic Society of Canberra
Brian Trindall (WA) in recognition of major improvements to his exhibit.
The ACT Philatelic Council
Tony Orchard - Magpie Publications (ACT). For his contributions to philatelic literature.
The Cinderella Stamp Club of Australasia
Bruce Parker (ACT). For introducing a new theme to social philately, namely that of family
philatelic history.
Stamp News
Kim Dwyer (NSW). For an excellent display of modern material in social philately.

JURY
The National Classes were judged by Ed Druce, Dingle Smith, Derek Pocock (WA), David
Collyer (NSW) and Bernie Doherty (NSW). The additional judges for the State Classes
were Paul Barsdell, Elspeth Bodley, Barry Jarrett (NSW), Hans Karman, and Peter Wood
(Vie), Richard Gurevitch, John Grant, Daryl Fuller and Ian McMahon served as
apprentice State judges. All judges and apprentices were from the ACT unless otherwise
marked. Ed Druce was the Chairman of the Jury and Dingle Smith the Secretary.
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DEVELOPMENTS IN JUDGING - CANBERRA STAMP SHOW 94

Edric Druce

I was again honoured to be the Chairman of the Jury at Canberra Stamp Show 94 and with
an extremely competent group of judges we were able to introduce some innovations to the
judging task. Derek Pocock reminded us that innovation was not new to Canberra in that at
the 2nd National Convention ten years ago we had introduced critiques for the first time.

Indeed it is worth while casting ones mind back over the decade and take stock of the
developments in exhibiting. At the broadest level one only had to glance across the exhibit
floor, which was relatively easy due to the sunken central part of the exhibition hall, to note
two considerable changes: first, the number of people who were actively looking at the
exhibits and second the overall neatness and balance of the exhibits. The two are not
mutually exclusive!

It was back in 1984 that the Australian Philatelic Federation (then the Australian Stamp
Promotion Council) introduced the rules and regulations of FIP to Australia as the
standard for National Philatelic Exhibitions. In other words exhibits are judged against a
constant set of criteria and given points for each. These points do not change as a result of
the different levels of competition. In other words, the points that the Jury awards should
be the same whether it be a National or a World exhibition. All that changes is the
boundary between the medal levels.

There have been several improvements to the system all of which have now been taken up
at World (FIP) level and many of these ideas have been pioneered by Australia ..Critiques
are one of them. Not only general public critiques and discussion in front of the frames but
also the provision of written comments to assist the exhibitor in improving their exhibit.
These critiques have been developed further with marks now being given. Originally these
were aggregated points but now the points for individual criteria are given. That this is now
done reflects the maturity of both exhibitors and judges.

This has come about through discussions and formal training courses for both judges and
exhibitors at both the state level (in most States) and National level. As understanding
deepens and broadens there is less antagonism to the verdict of the judges and fewer errors
in judging. These developments are mutually supportive. Additionally, the decision to
exclude jury exhibits from competition (as well as those of jury relatives) and the
requirement for judges to exhibit competitively on a regular basis means that the integrity
of judges is better understood and respected.

Last year, at an international philatelic exhibition I had to put ul? with a very loud female
American voice telling the world that their system of judges traimng was the most vigorous
in the world. They do three apprenticeships at National shows which generally would be
one third to one quarter the size of Stamp Show 94 in Canberra. When I calculated the
training courses that our judges have to go through at both State and National level as well
as two apprenticeships at large exhibitions (in terms of frame size) we can hold our heads
high and know that we are ahead. The standard of judging and judges is eloquent
testimony.

But what of the new developments at Canberra this year. Because of the size of the jury
and the number of entries it was possible to divide the State level judging into two sections
and the judges into two teams. The innovation was to switch the teams after the first call
and allow each to judge all entries. This produced two things; an extraordinary level of
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agreement and a few critical disagreements. The jury could focus on the disagreements and
in nearly all cases, using the additional knowledge of the National level judges, reach an
agreed position. In one case agreement could not be reached and a team of National level
judges made a separate judgement (Solomon like it turned out to be half way between the
two other teams!). In addition the State level judges were encouraged to examine the
National level entries and offer comment on the exhibits.

Finally there was time to do one more thing. In my judging career I have always noticed
that one, sometimes two but never more, of the Jury's decisions just seem wrong, but only
after all the decisions have long been made. This is only a gut feeling. I was thus able to ask
the jury if they had any 'gut feelings' about the decisions we were about to reach. This
proved to be a lively session with a lot more opinion and information becoming available
although from memory we changed not one decision. However, it was extremely useful and
I hope that in future exhibitions the Chairman of the Jury will not only see fit to repeat the
exercise but have the time to do it. I should point out that with shorter shows and palmares
beckoning, juries no have less time to do their evaluation than they did.

Innovation is not the sole prerogative of juries, however, and their were three exhibits
which brought new ideas to exhibiting and thereby challenged the jury. One exhibitor put
the introductory sheet (title page or plan) in the centre of the middle row. On the one hand
it was good to see some experimentation and getting away from something that can become
stereotyped but on the other hand the jury did not really think it worked. A little like
having to hunt for the title page of a book in the middle of Chapter 3.

The second innovation was the use of a frame or more of inward mail in a Traditional
exhibit. The pieces were very nice - how often do you see mail from Tasmania to Zanzibar
in the mid 1800's - but they did seem out of place and overdone. After considerable debate
the jury felt that one or two covers was acceptable but that a whole frame could only loose
points for Treatment.

The third innovation was in the Social Philately Class with the entry of a family philatelic
history. The material and the story were fascinating and although not gaining a high medal
because of some less than adequate handling of some of the criteria, the jury felt
enamoured enough to award a special prize for innovation. I feel sure we are going to see a
lot more of this style of exhibiting and what a super way to preserve and present one's
family history.

A small twenty-four page boolet, entitled 'Stamping around Canberra, was on sale at
Canberra Stamp Show 94. This was written by Helen Cockburn and published in 1994. It
has illustrations and text describing Canberra landmarks that have been featured on stamps
or pictorial postmarkers. At. $2.00 a copy it is certainly worth purchasing. Copies can be
obtained from the Secretary to the Society.
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'AUSTRALALIEN MYSTERIE FILATELIQUE' • THE SYDNEY A.M.F. DATESTAMP

R.Tobin

One of the problems in trying to reconstruct postal history is the fact that official records
have often not survived. Consequently, one is forced to examine known usage of a
particular marking, for example, in the context of the covers on which it appears - along
with an understanding of Post Office practices - and endeavour to ascertain its purpose.

Ken Humphreys drew attention to the 'A.M.F. Sydney' datestamp (see Figure 1) in Capital
Philately, vol.12, n.1, pp 11-12. [Ed: for further discussion see Capital Philately, vol. 12, n.2
pp. 40]. When researching this marking myself, I wrote to Jack Leek, who spent most of his
working life in the Post Office in Sydney. Based on the fact that it was used on transit
registered covers passing through Sydney, Jack suggested that it was used on the TPOs as
registered mail was transferred to the trains at the Mortuary Platform, Central Railway.
Despite working in the Post Office and being a keen postal historian, Jack did not seem to
know the 'A.M.F.' marking in particular. He thought the letters might stand for 'Auxiliary
Mail Forwarding'. In the long run, 'R.SI' came to be thought of as 'Railway Siding'. Along
with Alec Gavin, Jack was well-versed in military postal history collecting. It is interesting,
therefore, that 'Australian Military Forces' did not occur asa suggestion. from him.
Unfortunately, Jack died within days of writing his initial thoughts down and no follow-up
discussion was possible.

Ken's article correctly drew attention to the air mail connection borne by this datestamp - a
connection previously overlooked by me. A reassessment of the situation, including the
examination of many more examples on cover, has led me to agree with Ken - viz. that the
'A.M.F.' stamp was. not used at the railway after all. This is good news, because the
research of postal history should always seek to bring out the truth wherever possible.

If not the railway, then what? Ken offered 'for examination' the suggestion (following
Collas) that 'A.M.F.' stood for 'Australian Military Forces' and that the datestamp was
originally made for use on registered military mail. It should be acknowledged that Collas
was far from definite in is brief mention of this marking. His actual words concerning the
understanding of 'A.M.F.' are 'One can interpret...'. He then illustrates the earliest
recorded date (17 September 1945). It is not surprising that an item at this time should
have a military origin! I believe he also made the same mistake as I did - failing to notice
that the item was not only military, but also air mail. This is understandable if he was only
working from a cut-out backstamp. However, many examples Collas actually came across,
albeit that they did not come from military sources, it is all but certain that all of them
travelled by air, no example is known to me in which air mail was not involved.

Realising this, Ken offered the idea that at the end of the War, the datestamp, being new,
was sent to Mascot (Sydney Airport) and used in a relief capacity as an air mail backstamp.
Here, he concedes, that the '...the lettering meant nothing at Mascot'. It is certainly true
that the Post Office in New South Wales was loathe to waste a good datestamp. Of all the
States, NSW re-cycled datestamps the most extensively by far, BUT ...they never re-cycled
them unaltered. Datestamps going into a relief capacity had most of their lettering
removed before seeing further service as 'cut-downs'. The idea that the 'A.M.F.' datestamp
went to Mascot unaltered must be discarded as totally against Post Office policy regarding
such highly accountable security items as datestamps. A further, conclusive end to this
suggestion comes from an understanding of the nature of the Post Office at Mascot. It was
nothing more than a posting facility for passengers and was not involved in the handling of
transit maiL All mail bags (including air mail) were made up and sealed at the GPO
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Sydney. They were then collected from the GPO bl£the airlines and taken straight to the
planes. This was made clear in an internal Post 0 fice memo in the Australian Archives:
'...all airway companies take delivery of and deliver mails at the General Post Office,
Sydney. No difficulty is being experienced'. The date of this memo is 2 August 1945 -
concurrent with the introduction of the 'A.M.F.' datestamp.

If not Mascot, then what? The common elements of every known example of this marking
are (i) postage prepaid for registered air mail, and (ii) destinations other than Sydney, but
all passing through Sydney. Little doubt can remain therefore, that the letters 'A.M.' stand
for 'Air Mail'. What about the 'F'? Norm Hopson has kindly contributed details of almost
twenty covers, all of which originated in NSW, all passed through Sydney and ended up in
Victoria.

Figure 1 Figure 2 Figure 3

A number of interesting facts are brought to light by these covers. Unlike Ken's examples,
all of which except one (8am) show 11 am, these covers show a range of times, including
11am, lpm, 4pm and 8pm. In his article Ken asks, 'Why is this cds found only on philatelic
mail?' More on this later, but suffice it to say for now that ordinary registered covers (with
~ ordinary stamps) were seen among those examined.

Having now seen the details of some thirty covers bearing the 'A.M.F.' marking, Iwant to
suggest that the 'F' stands for 'Forwarding'. No example has been forthcoming which
terminated in Sydney. Of the 'Hopson' covers, five bear GPO backstamps in addition
to the 'A.M.F.' stamp - all these were received from TPO North locations. Being registered
mail they were received from the train with GPO backstamps and then, after sorting, were
sent to the Air Mail Section for forwarding. That this suggestion is more than conjecture is
shown by the fact that the Registration Section of the GPO had previously used a
forwarding stamp. The dates tamp, shown as Figure 2, is known used as a backstamp on
transit registered mail from 19 February 1926 to 23 August 1935, so the precedent of an 'F'
stamp exists. Because this was a backstamp, and many surviving examples are only on cut-
out pieces, it has not yet been established that this stamp was used on air mail in particular.
What is known however, is that the Air Mail Section at the GPO received three new
datestamps -numbers '5', '6' and '1' - in August 1938 (see Figure 3) and that the latter,
without time, went into use as a backstamp. As backstamping of ordinary mail was
generally being phased out at this time, the '7' stamp is most commonly found
backs tamping registered air mail. Time-wise, the '1' stamp took over from the earlier 'F'
stamp. It would appear feasible, then, that once the War was over, the GPO Air Mail
Section obtained a new datestamp specifically to backstamp registered air mail that it was
forwarding on - hence 'A.M.F.' That is was used at the GPO can now hardly be disputed. I
have an example registered at the GPO counter at 4pm, backstamped 'A.M.F.' at 4pm on
the same day.
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What of the lettering 'R.SI'? This remains uncertain. The spacing of the lettering does not
suggest that a full-stop could have been omitted between the'S' and'!'. 'Registration
Section' would be logical. These would be little point in giving this stamp the code number
'1' because there was nothing like it from which it would need to be distinguished. It might
stand for 'Internal' because I have not seen this stamp ever used on mail for overseas
delivery, but the whole concept appears very clumsy. More thought is required here.

While all examples are not philatelic as Ken surmised, it must be admitted that many have
that appearance (FDC etc). It is not surprising however, that these would survive, because
they are precisely the items that a stamp collector would keep (even if they did not give a
hoot about the 'A.M.F.' backstamp!).

The question might also be asked, 'Why don't more examples exist?' There ate
undoubtedly many sleeping-in collections, but it also needs to be remembered that an
inevitable consequence of mail bearing high value stamps (such as registered air mail) is
for it to fall into the hands of 'stamp collectors' who snitch the stamps for their albums and
discard the envelopes. There is also the fact that the '7' stamp was backs tamping registered
air mail as late as 1963. .

One point we can be certain of is why the 'A.M.F.' datestamp went out of use. The latest
date in the 'Hopson' covers is 1 July 1959 and in Ken Humphreys' article is 27 September
1959. From 1 October 1959, all air mail was sent by air without surcharge. Registered mail
and ordinary mail all went by air. There was no longer any need for registered air mail to
be separately processed and the need for the 'A.M.F.' stamp ceased abruptly - as did its
use.

To sum up we have a specifically obtained datestamp (ERD 17.9.45, LRD ?27.9.59) used in
the Air Mail Section of the GPO Sydney on transit registered air mail - 'Air Mail
Forwarding'. Thanks to Ken for raising the issue - perhaps a little light is showing at last on
this.

NEWCASTLE 94

Newcastle 94 was held on 2-3 April 1994. It combined the national classes for 1994 in
Modern Philately and Youth with a full range of classes at State level, including a separate
State One Frame Class. The following awards were achieved by Canberra-based members
of the Philatelic Society of Canberra.

National Classes
Jeremy Smith: Trains, tracks and time. Youth Class, Vermeil and Youth Prize.
Edric Druce: Lesotho -the first decade. Modern Class, Silver.
State Classes
Chris Dalton: Pioneer rocket mail. One Frame Class, Diamond and prize for best in the
class.
Dingle Smith: The depression years - Australian States fiscal stamps. Cinderella Class, Silver
and Cinderella Club Prize.
Ian McMahon, Canadian aerogrammes. Postal Stationery Class, Bronze.
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MAIL HANDLING IN THE A.C.T.

Tony Orchard

The exhibition catalogue for Canberra Stamp Show 94 was edited by Tony Orchard
and he contributed an account entitled Mail handling in the A.C.T. Such
publications are ephemeral, thus the article is reprinted here in order to gain a
wider circulation. The impetus for the article was a Society visit to the Canberra
Mail Centre in late 1993, our thanks to Australia Post for their help.

This article is designed to give a brief overview of the complex story of mail handling in the
Australian Capital Territory. Most people have little idea of the highly complex, and highly
mechanised, system involved in transporting their letter from the pillar box to the post box
of the addressee.

The Canberra Region is one of 19 mail processing regions within the New South Wales
postal administration, forming the Decentralised Mail Network. Each region is centred on
a Mail Centre which is the major coordinator and sorting centre for the district. In the case
of the Canberra Region, the central processing facility is the Canberra Mail Centre, on
Canberra Ave, Fyshwick. It services a Primary Region, the ACT, and a Secondary Region
taking in the Snowy Mountains/Monaro region and the section of NSW east of the ACT to
within 35 km of the coast. This Secondary region includes towns such as Gundaroo,
Queanbeyan, Braidwood, Captains Flat, Kiandra, Adaminaby, Cooma, Nimitabel,
Jindabyne, Bombala and Delegate. In all, the catchment region covers 25,000 sq. km.

The Canberra Mail Centre (CMC)
The Mail Centre was established in 1966, and the present building occupied in 1987. Like
other Mail Centres its function is to collect, postmark, sort and distribute all mail posted
within the Region. The only exception to this is mail posted at Official Post Offices in the
special box at each for local mail (this is postmarked at the office of posting and
immediately sorted to the delivery beats).

When opened the Canberra Mail Centre was designed to handle 450,000 items per day
(letters, flats [large letters], packets and parcels). Now, due to the introduction of high
levels of mechanisation, the CMC routinely processes 650,000 - 700,000 items per day, with
peaks of up to 792,000 items per day.

The catchment area contains 24 Official Post Offices, 49 Post Office Agencies and 257
Posting Boxes. Mail from all of these sites is cleared at least once a day, nominally at 6.30
pm, and from larger offices there may be additional clearances. All of this mail is taken to
the CMC, where it is sorted into major categories. Parcels are postmarked and sorted
manually. Standard letters go to the Toshiba Letter Processing Line, while flats go to the
Flats Sorting Machine.

Letter Processing Line (LPL)
This machine resembles an oversize pinball table, with dozens of belts whisking letters up
and around. The letters are carried into the machine in no particular order up a conveyor
belt. The machine automatically stands them on their long edge and runs them past a set of
sensors which check for the tell-tale flash of the phosphor in the postage stamp on the
lower edge. If a stamp is detected the letter is cancelled by one of two cancelling heads,
one on either side of the letter. If no stamp is found on this first pass, the letter is flipped
over and the other long edge scanned, front and back. Again, the stamp, if detected, is
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cancelled, or, if no stamp is found, the letter is shunted out of the stream for manual
processing.

At present the two cancelling heads on the LPL are using dateheads number 1 and 3. The
machine can cancel about 20,000 letters per hour. The Canberra Mail Centre currently
holds 24 slogan dies (probably in sets of three, so that the dateheads 1, 3 and 10 can all be
associated with the same slogan). The pattern of use of the slogans is decided in Sydney.

Pitney Bowes GG machines
The culls from the LPL, and mail handed in as bulk paid mail, as well as other oddments
requiring cancelling are postmarked using Pitney Bowes GG machines. These machines
have been the major workhorses of the Australian postal system since the 1930s, and are
only now beginning to be phased out. The Canberra Mail Centre has three of these
machines, one devoted to Paid mail, one used principally for culls from the LPL and other
oddments, and fitted with a slogan die with No. 10 datehead, and the third held as a reserve
machine. With the introduction of the dot matrix gun on the letter sorting machine, the
days of all of these machines are probably numbered.

Optical Character Reader .
Once the letters have been cancelled they need to be sorted to destination. This is done on
another machine known as an Optical Character Reader or OCR. This is a German-
designed machine, manufactured under licence in South Australia. This machine is fully
computer-controlled, and works at the rate of 30,000 letters per hour.

In essence, it takes each letter in turn, holds it in front of a video camera, which looks for
the postcode in the magic orange squares. It compares this with the town in the written
address, and if satisfied that the two match, applies an orange bar code to the bottom of the
envelope. If the first comparison does not make sense it scans further back into the address
to try to get a match. If this fails the letter is sidetracked for alternative processing.

The letters which have received a bar code move further down the machine, on the
ubiquitous belts, and are sorted into 40 different bins. The sort pattern (and the names on
the bins) can be altered by changing the program on the computer. For example, if only
local bulk mail was being sorted, the sort pattern might be to individual post offices. If
general mail was being sorted, then provision would be needed for overseas and interstate
bins, and some of the local ones would be amalgamated. In February 1994 it is intended
that the number of sorting bins will be expanded to 80, further increasing the flexibility of
the system.

Letter Indexing Desks
Letters rejected by the OCR machine are referred to one of 8 Letter Indexing Desks.
These desks are each staffed by an officer with an extremely good memory for postcodes!
Each letter is presented to the operator in turn. It was probably rejected originally because
it lacked a postcode, or the postcode was wrong or indecipherable. The operator keys in
the correct code, and the letter is barcoded as before. Letters which have been through
this process receive a small index number on the back as well, tying them to a particular
desk. Once barcoded the letters can be fed back into the OCR for sorting.

These desks are shortly to be replaced by an even smarter system. Because the OCR is
already recording a video image of each letter that it cannot sort, and because the
computer system can subsequently track each of these problem items, it is possible to just
store the images of problem items. At the end of a run, or whenever convenient, operators
could sit in front of video screens and view the images, keying in the correct postcodes as
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before. The computer can then link that tagged image to the original item, apply the
barcode, and send it on its way. It is hoped that this system will be implemented in
Canberra during 1994.

Dot Matrix Cancelling Gun
This is an enhancement added to the OCR machine in late October 1993. Also known as
Video Jet printers, these postmarkers are probably the way of the future. Using ink-jet
technology, they apply a message made up of individual dots. They are computer
controlled, and can be programmed to deliver a postmark in almost. any form. Unlike the
old mechanical slogan-type machine postmarkers, they do not need to have their dates
changed - this is done automatically by the computer (in fact some even give the exact time,
to the minute, when the cancellation was applied). At present the Canberra machine is only
being used on bulk paid unstamped mail, but as the cancelling gun can be preprogrammed
with an unlimited number of patterns it is likely that eventually it will be used routinely on
stamped mail as well. The video jet gun in the Canberra Mail Centre currently applies a
single line Paid message, concurrently with the bar coding of the envelopes being processed
(the barcoding is applied by a similar ink jet).

Flats Sorting Machine
The non-standard letter items (or Flats) are culled from the LPL and taken to another
machine. This is something like a cross between the OCR machine and the Letter Indexing
Desks. Four operators are accommodated at keyboards. They have delivered to them piles
of Flats. They enter the appropriate postcode for each, and feed the item into a slot leading
to moving belts. The item is tagged with its destination and carried by the belts to one of 80
bins. About 1500 items per hour, depending on the skill of the operators, can be sorted in
this way. Strict rotation of operators is observed on this and the other machines to
eliminate problems of RSI.

Unit Load Device
The output of sorted and postmarked mail from the various machines, the OCR, the Flats
Sorting Machine and the miscellaneous items sorted or cancelled by hand, are stacked in
special trays, and loaded into custom-designed pallets. These pallets with high mesh sides,
and known as Unit Load Devices, were introduced about 2 years ago to Mail Centres
across the country. All mail for a particular office is loaded into a ULD, and taken by truck
to that office. There it is unloaded mechanically, and taken into the office for unpacking
and immediate distribution to boxes or beats. This reduces mechanical damage to mail, and
eliminates the lifting of old-fashioned mail bags. Sorting is also facilitated as the mail stays
in its correct orientation rather than being jumbled in bags.

Electronic Data Interchange (ED!)
This is a recent innovation, introduced in 1993, and only the second of its kind in Australia
(the first was in Melbourne, and others are being installed in Sydney, Brisbane, Perth and
Adelaide).

Essentially it consists of a computer linked to a high speed, high resolution, colour
photocopier and a collating and enveloping machine.

Bulk mailers can set up on their own computer invoices (e.g. the ACTEW water and
electricity accounts) and a database of customer names and invoice amounts. These can be
cross linked to inserts that the mailer wants included with the account or circular letter. Up
to 6-8 different inserts can be accommodated, and the inserts can be varied from customer
to customer. Once the mailer has set up all of this information, in colour on their computer,
they download it by telephone link or by posting a disk, to the ED! facility at the mail
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centre. There each account or circular letter is individually printed with the customer
details, including a barcode specifying the type of additional inserts to be included. The
account or circular then travels to the collating machine which bundles the letter and
inserts (if any) and seals them in an envelope. The letters are sorted directly for postal
delivery points, and the OCR machine is not usually required to be used on this kind of
mail.

The advantage of this system from a bulk mailer's point of view is that, once all the State
EDI facilities are set up, a mailing list can be electronically split up and directed to the
local Mail Centre in each region. Australia Post will not have to truck tonnes of bulk mail
backwards and forwards across the country, as all deliveries will be local. The customer is
the only loser your bills will arrive sooner!

The Distribution Network
As already mentioned the Canberra Mail Centre is the hub of the mail distribution network
for the Canberra Region. All mail posted in the region (apart from that posted for delivery
in its own postcode area) is brought to the Mail Centre for postmarking and sorting.

Mail for overseas destinations is bagged directly for most major countries. Mail from
overseas enters Australia through the International Mail Centre in Sydney, and that for the
Canberra region is sent to the Canberra Mail Centre for sorting and distribution to offices
in this region.

Interstate mail and that from other regions within New South Wales is received at the
Canberra Mail Centre and sorted for distribution to delivery offices within the region.
Similarly outwards mail for interstate or other regions within Australia is sorted to the
appropriate Mail Centres or Mail Sorting Centres.

Mail processed at Canberra Mail Centre for delivery within the region is sorted according
to the Official Post Office or Mail Delivery Centre which will be responsible for making the
delivery to a box or street address.

There are two Mail Delivery Centres in the A.C.T. One, Belconnen Mail Delivery Centre
handles mail for north and west Belconnen. The other, Tuggeranong Mail Delivery Centre,
handles mail for all of the Tuggeranong district. These Mail Delivery Centres are just that,
they co-ordinate deliveries only, and take no part in the postmarking side of mail handling.

Mail for the rest of the A.C.T. is sorted according to the Official Post Office which handles
delivery. There are sixteen Official Post Offices (in addition to the MDCs). Their location
is as follows:

Office Location Established
Belconnen Belconnen Mall 4 December 1978
Canberra GPO Alinga St, Civic 12 April 1983

(formerly Canberra City & Ainslie, originally opened 1 January 1863 as Canberra)
Canberra Parliament House Parliament House 19 September 1927
Civic Square 36 Ainslie Ave, Civic 31 August 1970
Curtin 38 Curtin Place, Curtin 11 May 1967

(original Curtin opened 22.11.1965, renamed Curtin South 1967, closed 1972)
Dickson 48 Dickson Place, Dickson 10December 1962
Erindale Centre McBryde Crescent, Wanniassa ?
Fyshwick Townsville St, Fyshwick 8 June 1959
Jamison Centre 8 Jamison Centre, Macquarie 2 January 1969
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(opened originally as Macquarie on 21 December 1967)
Kingston 82 Giles St, Kingston 1 October 1944
(opened as Eastlake 19.5.1924, renamed Canberra East 14.10.1927, Kingston 1.10.1944)

Manuka 15 Franklin St, Griffith 1 May 1935
Mawson 46 Mawson Drive, Mawson 3 March 1969
Queen Victoria Terrace Queen Victoria Terrace,Parkes 1 February 1983
(opened as Acton 1.11.1912, renamed Canberra 2.6.1913, renamed Q. Vie. Terr. 1.2.1983)
Tuggeranong Centre Homeworld Centre, Tuggeranong 1993
Weston Creek Trennerry Court, Weston 8 March 1978 .
Woden Furzer St, Phillip 13 October 1969

In addition to the Official Post Offices, there are 38 Post Office Agencies serviced as part
of the A.C.T. district. These have no role in delivery of mail, but act as receiving.houses for
postage of mail, sell postal supplies, and carry out various of the agency functions of official
post offices (receiving payments of accounts, etc). Many have postmarkers, which because
of the low level of activity, are rarely seen on mail. In most cases the the Agencies are
carried on as part of another business (e.g. newsagencies ), and for this reason are open for
~onger hours than official post offices. The current list of Post Office Agencies in the A.C.T.
IS:

Ainslie
Australian National University
. Barker Centre (Griffith)
Calwell
Campbell
Canberra RAAF (Fairbairn)
Charnwood
Chifley
Chisholm
Deakin
Duffy
Duntroon
Farrer
Fisher
Hackett
Hall
Hawker
Higgins
Hughes

Kippax
Kaleen
Kambah
Latham
Lyneharn,
Lyons
Mitchell
Monaro Crescent (Red Hill)
Narrabundah
O'Connor
Page
Rivett
Scullin
Sutton
Tharwa
Torrens
Waramanga
Watson
Yarralumla

~-- -: :-~,
I
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INTERNATIONAL EXPRESS POST ENVELOPES

Ian McMahon

In March 1994, Australia Post extended its express post service to international mail and
issued two pre-paid international express post envelopes, a C5 (229mm by 162mm)
envelope at $9.80 and a B4 (353mm by 250mm) at $14.00.

The envelopes prepay air mail postage to anywhere in the world for SOOgup to a thickness
of 22mm. Australia Post guarantees dispatch overseas by the next business day where
international flights are available and if the envelope is posted in the special express
envelope post boxes in the state capitals and other major cities. The next day service is
available to over 140 countries. The envelopes are intended for documents only, no goods
are permitted alleviating the need for customs documentation.

The envelopes are made of cardboard and printed in blue, red and gold. The stamp area
features a globe and is inscribed 'POSTAGE PAID AUSTRALIA' AND 'Air Mail Express
- Par Avion Expres'. Self adhesive numbered tabs are provided to enable the post office to
keep track of the envelopes.

To encourage initial use of the service a two-for-one offer was made available until 30
April and a purchase of ten or more enabled the purchaser to enter a competition for a trip
to Canada to see the Commonwealth Games.

Express··i?o
International .'

Urgent Documents
lX000959455AU

111111~1""I"llflllll~llillllllllll
To:

I OFFICIAL USE ONLY

~ : ~1I1"~IIII11III1I1I1I1III1W"liIIiI lX000959455AU

I SENDER TO KEEP

~ : LX000959455AU

Country of Destination:

fJ Australia Post

!'fND[Il'S Sender's

;~~~;~~:~~'t?t~that thi;~nn::'~;e-co-nla-:-jnS-:-le-tter-s a--:nd-:-do-cument~~t~d-do-es n-ol
cOnlai~ any dangerous or prohibited goods.· ego Explosives, Flammables,

~~;;~l:SV:~i:ee;j-;~~~~t~jC~:~/~~;~)~~that carriageis subject to (he General

• If in doubt ask at any Post Office. A false declaration is a criminal offence.
l111S DECLARATION MUST BE SIGNED.

For Letters and Documents only.
Max Weight 500g
Max Thickness 20mm

Ir ••••••••• r .r-~• .".
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THE REVENUE STAMPS OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA
BY W.D.CRAIG, A.D.PRESGRA VE & M.J.WALKER.

Bill Craig (and Revenue and Railstamp Publications) is to be congratulated on his
outstanding contribution, over many years, to the study of the revenue stamps of the
Australian States. The earliest of these publications, by Craig and Ingles in 1978, was for
Tasmania, the latest is for South Australia. It is designed for use in an A4 loose leaf binder
and follows the format of the early studies for Queensland (1982), NSW (1983), and the
Commonwealth (1986).

The range of revenue stamps for South Australia is limited and, in my experience, material
is particularly scarce. This is borne out by the authors who indicate that some of the early
beer duty stamps have '...not been seen by the compilers'. Separate sections are given for
beer duty, impressed duty, income tax, jetty tolls, swine and cattle duty and for bailiff and
court fees. For each of these. there is background information on the purpose of the tax,
date of issue, watermark, perforations etc. An indication of rarity or price is given for each
item, mint or used. The jetty tolls were introduced in 1915 and continued in use until 1954,
the labels were affixed to fish boxes landed at government jetties. While there is a growing
interest in early revenues, details of contemporary issues are often ignored. It is theorefore,
of special interest to note the first issue of bailiff and court fees stamps as late as 1981, they
are still in use.

The publication consists of 22 pages and fills one of the major remaining gaps in the listing
and description of Australian State revenue stamps. At a cost of $10.00, including postage
and packing, this is a bargain. The major revenue gap is now Victoria, the hope is that Bill
Craig will be able to fill this in the near future. The publication is available from Revenue
and Railstamp Publications, GPO Box 1248M, Tasmania 700l.

Dingle Smith

FRANK AND FREE - VICTORIA, BY H. KARMAN

Victoria is the third colony to 1;>epublished in the Frank and Free series by Hans Karman.
The first was for Western Australia (1990) and the second Van Diemen's Land - Tasmania
(1991) . The format of the earlier sections is maintained with illustrations, EKD'sjLKD's
and rarity rankings for each handstamp. Thirty-nine frank stamps for different government
agencies in Victoria are listed, often with a number of types for each. Of special interest
are the frank markings on various items of postal stationery. In addition, there are twenty-
one boxed town 'free' markings, many of these are annotated as 'no known examples'.
There is also a listing of 'free' ship letter handstamps.

The excellent standard of production and scholarship of the earlier volumes is maintained
and keen postal historians look forward to the publication of the volumes for the remaining
Australian colonies.

The Victorian section, of thirty-four pages, is available at a cost of $11.00, plus $2.30 for
postage and packing. A limited number of sets of the three published sections, together
with a binder, are available at $48.00, plus $8.00 postage and packing. These can be
obtained from Hans' Karman, PO Box 462, Civic Square, Canberra 2608, payment by
cheque, Mastercard or Bankcard.

Dingle ?mith.
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EXHIBITS AND AWARDS - CANBERRA STAMP SHOW 94
NATIONAL CLASS -BRITISH COMMONWEALTH

Gold
C.Walkley (Zanzibar - the early years)
M. Jurisich (New Zealand 1d Univeral & Dominion issues)
R.Duberal (Fiji 1871-1928)
Large Vermeil
I. Borrie (Zanzibar 1896-1936)
Vermeil
M.S.Grieve (Penny Lilac - GB)
B.J.Trindall (GB Red Plates 1864-1879)
P.Longfield (Labuan 1879-1944)
B.Sparrow (British Niger Region)
Large Silver
P.Jaffe (Trinidad)
J.Gibson (Sudan)
B.Haynes (Ceylon 1857-1872)
Silver
T.Morgan (15c Large Queen of Canada)
J.Parker (Mauritius - Victoria to George VI)
P.Jaffe (Nevis)
P.Jaffe (Dominica)
B.Parker (Bermuda - Victoria to George VI)
P.Longfield (British North Borneo 1945-1964)

NATIONAL CLASS - LITERATURE
Vermeil
Modern Philately (BNG & Papua Postal Acts 1888-1945)
Large Silver
Magpie Publications (Tasmanian Postal Acts, Parts 1& 2)
Magpie Publications (Postal History of Sydney, v 4 & 5)
Silver
Phil. Soc of Canberra (Capital Philately)
Magpie Publications (PO's of Tasmania, Openings & Closures 1812-1860)
Magpie Publications (Tasmania Hand cancellations 1913-1988, Pt 1 Offices A-L).
A.Berry (The Kiwi, vA2, 1993)
J.Hodgkinson (Thematically Speaking)
J.Campbell (Place of Stones, 2nd ed).
Silver-Bronze
A.Wilson (Western Stampgroper, v.1)

STATE CLASSES
Traditional
Vermeil
M.Roland (Parcel stamps of Belgium)
Bronze
T.R.Lawler (George V 1d surface printed flaws)
A.Auld (Japanese o'prints Malaya 1942-1945)
J.Newman (Thailand 1883-1943)
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Certificate of Merit
B.Parker (Indonesia 1949-1969)

Postal History
Gold
I.L.Himmelhoch (World War II and German Postal System)
Large Vermeil
B.Beston (Queensland - after the UPU)
Vermeil
R.Lee (Carried by clipper)

Aerophilately
Large Vermeil
J.Cabarrus (Phillipine pioneer flights 1912-1932)
C.Dalton (Australian air mail labels 1920-1949)
T.Frommer (Famous pilots and famous flights)
Vermeil
J.B.Trowbridge (Semi-official airmails of Canada)
Large Silver
Boon-Swee Yen (Post-war airmails of Malaya)
Silver-Bronze
T.Frommer (1936 Brisbane-Adelaide air race)

Thematics
Large Silver
D.Duffy (Firefighting)
Silver-Bronze
L.J.Lee (Flower magic)

Cinderellas and Social Philately
Large Vermeil
K.D.Dwyer (Cocos (Keeling) Islands, postal and social development 1939-1963)
Vermeil
R.G.Darge (NZ forces during the Great War)
Large Silver
V.Trowbridge ('Cupid calls' Valentines)
G.J.Croker (NSW telegraph system 1958-1988)
Silver
A.Wilson (Tasmania - postal fiscals and fiscal postals)
Silver-Bronze
B.Parker (A family philatelic history)
Certificate of Merit
A.Grech (Age of Discovery, 1492-1493)

Youth
Silver
C.K.Dwyer (Walt Disney world-wide)
Silver-Bronze
J.Parker (Dinosaur!)

Literature
Certificate of Participation
T.Innes (Antique black stamps)
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Only one stamp magazine provides
the complete coverage "down under"

Stamp N:~~~
Australasia's

leading magazine
The leader for news
The leader for comment
The leader for circulation
The greatest coverage of Australian
and Pacific news of any Stamp Magazine
in the World

Sample copy, subscriptions and
advertising rates on request.

All major credit cards accepted.

Stamp News Australasia
PO Box 1410,

Dubbo, NSW, 2830, Australia
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